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LIST OF ACRONYMS 

ACRONYM DEFINITION 

DO Dissolved Oxygen 

EC/ICs Engineering and institutional controls 

EE Environmental Easement 

ERP Environmental Restoration Program 

GQS Groundwater Quality Standards 

GVs Guidance Values 

IRM Interim Remedial Measure 

LNAPL light non-aqueous phase liquid 

MTBE Methyl Tertiary Butyl Ether 

NYCRR New York Codes, Rules, and Regulations 

NYSDEC New York State Department of Environmental Conservation 

ORP Oxygen-reduction potential 

PE Professional Engineer 

PRAP Proposed Remedial Action Plan 

PWGC P.W. Grosser Consulting, Inc. 

QA/QC Quality Assurance / Quality Control 

RDWP Remedial Design Work Plan 

ROD Record of Decision 

SCDHS Suffolk County Department of Health Services 

SMP Site Management Plan 

SVOC Semi-Volatile Organic Compound 

UIC Underground Injection Control 

USEPA United States Environmental Protection Agency 

UST Underground Storage Tank 

UUSCO Unrestricted Use Soil Cleanup Objective 

VOC Volatile Organic Compound 
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1.0 SITE OVERVIEW 

1.1 Site Location and Description 

The site is located at 1401 Montauk Highway in East Patchogue, New York (Figure 1).  The property is located 

on the north side of Montauk Highway and is bounded on the east by Lenox Avenue, on the north by 

residential properties, and on the west and south by commercial properties.  A single-story building formerly 

occupied the property.   The building was demolished in 2010 as part of an Interim Remedial Measure (IRM).  

The property is currently vacant and contains no buildings or structures.   

1.2 Site History 

This property has been occupied by many different independent retail gasoline service stations, such as 

Eastern Petroleum (1983), Major Fuel (1986), National (1987), Independent (1991), and Ocean/Coastal (1991-

1998). 

The NYSDEC opened a spill number (#87-03461) in 1987 after a UST failed a tank test.  Three (3) gasoline/diesel 

USTs and one (1) waste oil UST were removed from the site in 1988.  The spill was closed in late 1988. 

In 1994, the NYSDEC opened another spill number (#94-04094) after Methyl Tertiary Butyl Ether (MTBE) was 

detected in an off-site private well down-gradient of the site.  The NYSDEC performed an investigation that 

showed that this site was the source of a large plume of petroleum contaminated groundwater.  The NYSDEC 

spill unit remediated the off-site contaminated groundwater plume by using an Air Sparge/Soil Vapor 

Extraction System.  The system was installed on-site and at off-site locations down-gradient of this property 

and operated until 2003, at which time it was dismantled and removed.  The investigation concluded that 

impacts to private wells were eliminated through connections to public water.  MTBE exposure at Dunton Lake 

and tidal creeks were not expected to cause adverse impacts to aquatic or terrestrial organism populations 

and impacts to Bellport Bay were expected to be minimal.  As a result, the off-site spill was closed in 2008. 

Suffolk County acquired the property in 1999 for failure to pay property taxes.  The property was eventually 

sold to Mr. Ghulum Sarwar on October 3, 2014.   

To address the areas of environmental impacts at the site, Suffolk County applied for inclusion into the 

NYSDEC’s Environmental Restoration Program (ERP) in February 2007.  The site was accepted into the NYSDEC 

ERP program (Site ID #E-1-52-194) on July 26, 2007 and a State Assistance Contract (#T303811) was issued.   
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1.3 Previous Environmental Investigations 

As required in the ERP program, a Remedial Investigation Work Plan for the site was prepared in December of 

2008.  The objective of the investigation was to determine the vertical and horizontal extent of soil and 

groundwater contamination identified.  

PWGC completed the Remedial Investigation in March of 2010.  Results of the Remedial Investigation 

identified the following contaminants of concern: 

• A single on-site cesspool (CP-1) and a single leaching drywell (DW-3) associated with the floor drain 

(FD-1) inside the service station were identified.  Soil/sludge analytical data indicated semi-volatile 

organic compounds (SVOCs) and/or metals were detected in CP-1 and DW-3 above both Suffolk 

County Department of Health Services (SCDHS) Action Levels and Unrestricted Use Soil Cleanup 

Objectives (UUSCOs) specified in title 6 of the Official Compilation of New York Codes, Rules, and 

Regulations (NYCRR) Part 375. 

• Slightly elevated concentrations of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) commonly associated with 

petroleum products in the groundwater beneath the site were identified. 

Based upon the results of the Remedial Investigation, it was recommended that the impacted UIC structures 

be remediated.  In addition, it was recommended that groundwater monitoring be performed to monitor VOC 

concentrations in the groundwater beneath the site.  

1.4 Interim Remedial Measure 

In April 2010, an inspection of the single-story building that existed on site revealed evidence of structural 

failure.  Due to safety issues regarding the dilapidated building, Suffolk County proceeded with its demolition 

in accordance with State and County applicable procedures.  Since demolition activities may have damaged the 

integrity of the remaining on-site UIC structures, the UICs were addressed as an emergency IRM prior to 

building demolition.  

The IRM was implemented on April 21, 2010.  The scope of work included the removal of impacted sediments 

from one leaching drywell (DW-3), one floor drain (FD-1), one cesspool (CP-1), closure of the on-site structures, 

and the removal of SVOC impacted sediments from DW-2 that were being stored within the building.  

Remediation was performed under the supervision of the SCDHS and the NYSDEC. 
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1.5 Proposed Remedial Action Plan / Record of Decision 

In August 2010, the NYSDEC issued a Proposed Remedial Acton Plan (PRAP) for the site.  The PRAP included a 

groundwater monitoring program to monitor VOC concentrations in groundwater.  A public comment period 

had been set from September 1, 2010 through October 15, 2010 to provide an opportunity for public 

participation in the remedy selection process.  In addition, a public meeting was held on September 23, 2010.   

In December 2010, the NYSDEC issued a Record of Decision (ROD) presenting the selected remedy, which is a 

groundwater monitoring program and implementation of EC/ICs.  The purpose of the program was to monitor 

groundwater to document a decrease in VOCs detected in the groundwater beneath the site.   

1.6 Remedial Design 

A Remedial Design Work Plan dated March 2011 was prepared for the site to detail the requirements in the 

ROD which included the following: 

• Installation of two additional groundwater monitoring wells; 

• Establishment of a clean soil cover system (the soil located from 15-20 feet below grade) to prevent 

human exposure to remaining contaminated soil at the Site; 

• Execution and recording of an Environmental Easement (EE) for the controlled property that: 

o Requires the site owner to complete and submit to the Department a periodic certification of 

EC/ICs in accordance with Part 375-1.8(b)(3); 

o Land use is subject to local zoning laws, the remedy allows the use and development of the 

controlled property for restricted residential use, as well as commercial and/or industrial use; 

o Restricts the use of groundwater as a source of potable or process water, without necessary 

water quality treatment as determined by the Department, NYSDOH, or SCDHS; 

o Prohibits agriculture or vegetable gardens on the controlled property; and 

o Requires compliance with the Department approved SMP. 

• Development and implementation of a SMP for long term management of remaining contamination as 

required by the Environmental Easement. 
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1.6.1  Site Management Plan 

A SMP was developed for the site for long term management of the remaining contamination at the Site which 

includes plans for EC/ICs, monitoring/inspections and reporting.  ECs for the Site consist of the soil cover 

system and post remedial groundwater monitoring activities to assess natural attenuation.  ICs for the Site 

consist of preventing future exposure to remaining contamination by controlling disturbances of the 

subsurface contamination and limitations detailed in the EE. 

2.0 GROUNDWATER MONITORING AND SAMPLING 

One of the ECs for the Site was monitoring natural attenuation for a period of two years.  Following the 

completion of one year of quarterly monitoring, the NYSDEC modified the sampling frequency to semi-annual.  

Based upon the results of the first two years of monitoring, the NYSDEC requested continuation of 

groundwater monitoring activities in a May 6, 2013 letter. 

Groundwater monitoring and sampling of the well network was last conducted on June 18, 2018 & August 22, 

2018.  The previous monitoring marked the sixteenth monitoring and sampling event that has occurred since 

the ROD was implemented (4 quarterly events and 12 semi-annual events). 

Based on the September 2018 PRR, PWGC recommended that the SMP continue to be followed and periodic 

reviews continue to be performed, however based upon the continued trend of decreasing total VOC 

concentrations in groundwater at the site PWGC requested that the post-remedial groundwater monitoring be 

suspended. 

2.1 New Monitoring Well Installation 

On June 12, 2018, SCDHS installed two groundwater monitoring wells at the site. A 2-inch groundwater 

monitoring well, MW-13A, was installed four feet north of MW-11 and a 1- inch groundwater monitoring well, 

MW-14, was installed upgradient of the site on the east side of Lenox Avenue, see Figure 2.  PWGC was 

unaware of the Monitoring well installations (installed by Suffolk County) when on site to perform the June 18, 

2018 the semi-annual groundwater monitoring and sampling. The new well, MW-13A, was thought to be MW-

11, as MW-11 was buried, and was sampled. PWGC was made aware of the new well installations on August 

16, 2018 and mobilized to the site on August 22, 2018 to collect a sample from MW-14. The same day, MW-11 

was uncovered but a sample was not collected due to the proximity of MW-13A. 
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3.0 SITE-WIDE INSPECTION 

A SMP was developed to confirm that the site remedy continues to be effective in protecting public health and 

the environment.  The SMP includes a site-wide inspection on an annual basis.  During these inspections, an 

inspection form is completed (Appendix A).  The form is used to compile sufficient information to assess the 

following: 

• Compliance with ICs, including site usage; 

• An evaluation of the condition and continued effectiveness of ECs; 

• General site conditions at the time of the inspection; 

• The site management activities being conducted including, where appropriate, confirmation sampling 

and a health and safety inspection;  

• Compliance with permits and schedules included in the SMP; and 

• Confirm that site records are up to date. 

3.1 Site-wide Inspection 

The site-wide inspection was performed on March 2, 2022 by Steven Cantillo, a representative of PWGC.  

Weather conditions during the inspection were cloudy and a temperature of approximately 50˚ Fahrenheit.  

The site-wide inspection included a visual inspection.   

The site remains undeveloped.  The soil cover system, comprised of the five feet of clean soils (15’-20’ below 

grade) which lie above the impacted soils which begin at 20’ below grade, remains undisturbed.  Groundwater 

use was not observed.  The groundwater monitoring wells appear in good condition except for MW-13.  As 

noted in the June 2018 inspection, the MW-13 location was covered with RCA and is presumed to be 

destroyed from site grading activities. Two monitoring wells (MW-11 and MW-14) were unburied during the 

March 2022 inspection. No environmental issues which have a potential to impact human health were 

identified.  Based upon the findings of the site-wide inspection, no corrective actions are required.  

4.0 CONCLUSIONS 

This report covers activities performed on March 2, 2022 and satisfies the requirements established within the 

SMP. Groundwater monitoring is no longer required as per the NYSDEC agreement. The concentrations of total 

VOCs have stabilized over the previous sampling events. The June 2018 sampling event documented the 

lowest levels of total VOC concentrations in MW-9 since post remedial monitoring began.  The EC/ICs continue 

to prevent human exposure to remaining contaminants. The site-wide inspection documented that the site 

remedy continues to be effective in protecting public health and environment. 
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5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

PWGC recommends that the SMP continue to be followed and site inspections and periodic reviews continue 

to be performed in order to  prevent human exposure to remaining contaminants.  

6.0 REFERENCES 

• NYSDEC, Official Compilation of Codes, Rules, and Regulations of New York, December 2015. 

• NYSDEC, Proposed Remedial Action Plan, August 2010. 

• NYSDEC, Record of Decision, December 2010. 

• PWGC, Remedial Design Work Plan; March 2011. 

• PWGC, Remedial Investigation Report, March 2010. 

• PWGC, Site Management Plan, November 2013. 
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Site-Wide Inspection Form  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





Enclosure 2 
NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION 

Site Management Periodic Review Report Notice 
Institutional and Engineering Controls Certification Form 

41W 

lR 

Site Details 
Site No. E152194 

Site Name Former Bellport Gas Station 

Site Address: 1401 Montauk Hwy 
City/Town: East Patchogue 
County: Suffolk 
Site Acreage: 0.300 

Zip Code: 11722 

Reporting Period: January 31, 2021 to January 31, 2022 

1. Is the information above correct?

If NO, include handwritten above or on a separate sheet.

2. Has some or all of the site property been sold, subdivided, merged, or undergone a

Box 1 

YES NO 

X 

tax map amendment during this Reporting Period? ')< 

3. Has there been any change of use at the site during this Reporting Period
(see 6NYCRR 375-1.11(d))? )( 

4. Have any federal, state, andlor local permits (e.g., building, discharge) been issued
for or at the property during this Reporting Period?

If you answered YES to questions 2 thru 4, include documentation or evidence 
that documentation has been previously submitted with this certification form. 

5. Is the site currently undergoing development?

6. Is the current site use consistent with the use(s) listed below?
Restricted-Residential, Commercial, and Industrial

7. Are all I Cs in place and functioning as designed? X 

Box2 

YES NO 

X 

IF THE ANSWER TO EITHER QUESTION 6 OR 7 IS NO, sign and date below and 
DO NOT COMPLETE THE REST OF THIS FORM. Otherwise continue. 

A Corrective Measures Work Plan must be submitted along with this form to address these issues. 

Signature of Owner, Remedial Party or Designated Representative Date 

scantillo
Rectangle





Parcel Engineering Control 

Groundwater monitoring activities to ensure that there is a continuing downward trend regarding the 
petroleum related VOCs detected in site groundwater will continue, as determined by the NYSDEC, 
until residual groundwater concentrations are found to be consistently below NYSDEC standards or 
have become asymptotic at an acceptable level over an extended period. Initially, monitoring consisted 
of quarterly sampling of five onsite monitoring wells. Following the completion of one year of quarterly 
monitoring, the NYSDEC reduced the sampling frequency to semi-annual. Monitoring will continue until 
permission to discontinue is granted in writing by the NYSDEC. If groundwater contaminant levels 
become asymptotic at a level that is not acceptable to the NYSDEC, additional source removal, 
treatment and/or control measures will be evaluated. 

Periodic Review Report (PRR) Certification Statements 

1. I certify by checking "YES" below that:

Box5 

a) the Periodic Review report and all attachments were prepared under the direction of, and

reviewed by, the party making the Engineering Control certification;

b) to the best of my knowledge and belief, the work and conclusions described in this certification
are in accordance with the requirements of the site remedial program, and generally accepted

engineering practices; and the information presented is accurate and compete. 

YES NO 

X 

2. For each Engineering control listed in Box 4, I certify by checking "YES" below that all of the
following statements are true:

(a) The Engineering Control(s} employed at this site is unchanged
since the date that the Control was put in-place, or was last approved by the Department;

(b) nothing has occurred that would impair the ability of such Control, to protect public health and
the environment;

(c) access to the site will continue to be provided to the Department, to evaluate the
remedy, including access to evaluate the continued maintenance of this Control;

(d) nothing has occurred that would constitute a violation or failure to comply with the
Site Management Plan for this Control; and

(e) if a financial assurance mechanism is required by the oversight document for the site, the
mechanism remains valid and sufficient for its intended purpose established in the document.

IF THE ANSWER TO QUESTION 2 IS NO, sign and date below and 

DO NOT COMPLETE THE REST OF THIS FORM. Otherwise continue. 

YES NO 

ork Plan must be submitted along with this form to address these issues. 

Signature of Owner, Remedial Party or Designated Representative Date 

scantillo
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